Human occupation of the northern Arabian interior during early Marine Isotope Stage 3
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Abstract

The early part of Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 3 (c. 60– 50 ka) is a crucial period for studying human demography and behaviour in Southwest Asia, and how these relate to climatic changes. However, the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental records for MIS 3 in critical areas such as the Arabian Peninsula remain poorly developed. Here, we present findings from the Al Marrat basin in the Nefud desert, which provides the first clear evidence for both increased humidity and human occupation of the interior of northern Arabia during early MIS 3. A Middle Palaeolithic assemblage, dated by OSL to c. 55 ka, was found stratified within a sequence of relict palustrine deposits indicative of shallow water body formation in the Al Marrat basin. Hominin presence in northern Arabia at this time coincides with the intensification and northward displacement of monsoon rainfall systems during a period of maximum insolation. These findings add to a growing corpus of palaeoenvironmental evidence, which indicates that the Arabian interior was neither arid nor unpopulated during early MIS 3, and that hydrodynamic responses to enhanced moisture availability facilitated demographic expansions into the Arabian interior.
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1. Introduction
Early Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS) 3 (60–50 ka) is a critical period in the study of human evolution in Southwest Asia, with palaeontological and archaeological data indicating that Neanderthals (and possibly *Homo sapiens*) were present in the Levant in this period (e.g. Akazawa *et al.*, 1998; Shea 2003; Hershkovitz *et al.*, 2015). Recent genetic studies have indicated that the Middle East may have been a nexus of admixture between these species (Green *et al.*, 2010, Fu *et al.*, 2014). The Upper Palaeolithic began here at c. 50-45 ka, although Middle Palaeolithic technologies remained prevalent. Little is known, however, about population dynamics in the Arabian Peninsula at this time. Some dispersal models have sidelined the Arabian interior during MIS 3, preferring to focus on hypothesized coastal routes out of Africa (e.g. Mellars *et al.*, 2013; Eriksson *et al.*, 2012). An important aspect of such coastal dispersal models is the view that inland Arabia remained arid and incapable of supporting populations at this time (e.g. Fleitmann *et al.*, 2011; Rosenberg *et al.*, 2011). In addition, archaeological evidence for occupation of the interior during MIS 3 is extremely sparse, with just two dated sites reported not deep in the interior but relatively near coastlines: Shi’bat Dihya-1 (SD-1) in western Yemen (c. 55 ka; Delagnes *et al.*, 2012) and Assemblage A at Jebel Faya, UAE (c. 40 ka; Armitage *et al.*, 2011).

There is, however, increasing climatic evidence for a pluvial episode during early MIS 3. Although this pluvial was not as prolonged or intense as previous humid phases such as those of MIS 5, the period in which human populations are thought to have first expanded into the region (Petraglia *et al.*, 2012; Groucutt *et al.*, 2015a, Groucutt *et al.*, 2015b, Groucutt *et al.*, 2015c; Parton *et al.*, 2015; Jennings *et al.*, 2015), the hydrological effects would still have been wide ranging. In Oman and the UAE, the activation of drainage systems is recorded at c. 55 ka, following the development of alluvial fan processes along the western Hajar Mountains (Krbetschek, 2008; Blechschmidt *et al.*, 2009; Farrant *et al.*, 2012; Parton *et al.*, 2013; 2015; Hoffmann *et al.*, 2015). Drainage activation is also indicated by the deposition of gravels dated to c. 54 ka in the centre of the Arabian peninsula (McLaren *et al.*, 2008), while an age of 67 ± 9 ka from sands underlying lacustrine carbonates is also reported.
from the southern Rub’ al-Khali (Matter et al., 2015). The increase in rainfall indicated in these records is supported by speleothems from Socotra, which record an abrupt intensification and northward displacement of monsoon rainfall during early MIS 3 (Burns et al., 2003). To the north, mid-late MIS 3 lake deposits have been recorded in Jordan (e.g. Schudlenrein and Clark, 1994; Moumani et al., 2003; Cordova et al., 2013), while speleothem growth has been dated to ~ 61 ka in the northern Negev (Vaks et al., 2006). The relevance of these Mediterranean moisture sources to more southerly regions is debated, however, due to a lack of speleothem growth in the central and southern Negev. This suggests that the southward transport of Mediterranean moisture during early MIS 3 was limited to the northern Negev (Vaks et al., 2010), and that regions such as the Levant may have received more regular rainfall compared to the monsoon-influenced areas to the South (e.g. Jennings et al., 2015).

Although the spatio-temporal variability of rainfall across Arabia during early MIS 3 remains unresolved, it is becoming clear that both northern and southern regions of the Arabian Peninsula experienced some degree of increased humidity during this period. In light of this, we present findings from Al Marrat 3, the first stratified Middle Palaeolithic site recorded in the interior of the Arabian Peninsula dated to early MIS 3 (Figure 1).

2. Environmental Setting
The site of Al Marrat 3 (ALM 3) is located within the Al Marrat basin at the southern margin of the Nefud Sand Sea in Ha’il Province, Saudi Arabia (Figure 1). The basin is situated at ~ 850 m above sea level and is one of nine depressions that occur on the leeward side of outcrops of Palaeozoic sandstone bedrock (jebels). The presence of the jebels has served to shelter the basin from eastward transport and deposition of aeolian sand, resulting in a topographic depression approximately 9 x 2.5 km. The basin is situated 50 km south of the Jubbah Palaeolake, the most well-known of these depressions, which contains an extensive suite of palaeolake sediments and numerous archaeological sites dating to MIS 5 and the early Holocene.
3. Materials and methods

The archaeological potential of the Al Marrat basin was identified through remote sensing palaeolake detection techniques (Breeze et al., 2015). Palaeolake deposits were detected in each of the nine observed basins, indicating that they had filled with water during previous humid periods (Breeze et al., 2015).

A field survey of the basin was undertaken to record archaeological sites and investigate the nature of the large areas of detected palaeolake deposits, many of which were found to be preserved as inverted relief features (IRFs). These features are low relief mounds which have often been found to preserve palaeoenvironmental and archaeological evidence elsewhere in Arabia (Petraglia et al., 2012; Hilbert et al., 2014; Groucutt et al., 2015c, Groucutt et al., 2015d). During this survey, the IRF at Al Marrat 3, which measures 18 m x 14 m with a height of 1.3 m, was identified, excavated and sampled for various palaeoenvironmental analyses. A trench measuring 4 m x 1 m was excavated where Middle Palaeolithic artefacts were observed eroding from the slopes of the feature. Eight stratigraphic units were observed from the calcretized top of the mound to its base.

Samples were extracted from a stratified sequence of sands and palustrine carbonate deposits to a depth of 1.3 m for palaeoenvironmental analyses. Analyses of organic carbon (LOI$_{org}$) and carbonate content (LOI$_{carb}$) were conducted following the standard procedure described by Dean (1974) and Heiri et al. (2001), while environmental magnetic susceptibility measurements were determined following Dearing (1999). For laser granulometry of the <2 mm sediment component, samples were disaggregated in de-ionised water with 5% sodium hexametaphosphate, and analysed using a Malvern
Mastersizer 2000. Phytoliths were analysed where they were preserved. Samples for phytolith analysis were prepared using the methodology outlined in Parker et al. (2011). The lithic assemblage was analysed using the methods outlined in Scerri et al. (2015) and Groucutt et al. (2015c).

Two optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) tube samples were collected from the site; one from Unit 3 and one from Unit 4. Preparation and measurement of coarse grain quartz (180-255 μm) extracts were conducted at the University of Oxford (RLAHA) under subdued amber light (sodium lamps: 588 nm; LEDs: 590 nm). Samples were opened, and the light exposed ends were removed. A 10-15 g portion was retained for ICP-MS analysis. The interior sediment was wet sieved and carbonates were digested with 10% hydrochloric acid. The desired size fraction was then dried, and feldspars were removed via density separation with sodium polytungstate (ρ = 2.58 g cm$^{-3}$). Quartz was etched with hydrofluoric acid (60% for 90 minutes), treated again with hydrochloric acid to remove precipitated fluorites, and finally second sieved to eliminate grain fragments <180 μm in diameter. Both single grain and multigrain (18 aliquots, 3-4 mm diameter) equivalent doses (DEs) were measured, using a single aliquot regeneration protocol (Table S1), which included recycled dose, zero dose, and IR depletion steps (Duller, 2003). A dose recovery experiment (6 multigrain aliquots, 3-4 mm) was also performed for sample ALM3-OSL3. Aliquots were bleached with blue LEDs (NSPB-500S, 470Δ20 nm) for 300 s at 25 °C and irradiated (136.6 ± 2.7 Gy). The given dose was recovered via the multigrain SAR protocol. Data was analysed via Luminescence Analyst v.4.11, and the final equivalent dose (DE) for each sample was determined from accepted aliquots (Table 1) via the central age model (CAM: Galbraith et al., 1999). Dose rates (Table 2) were calculated as reported in Hilbert et al. (2014). The Th/U ratio of the sediments is significantly less than the expected value (3-4), due probably to the relatively high proportion of carbonate in this environment (Faure, 1986). Nevertheless, secular disequilibrium is expected to change the OSL ages by a proportion less than the estimated error (~ 7-10%) due to the use of the field gamma spectrometer and the age of the samples (Olley et al., 1996, 1997).
4. Results

4.1. Basin survey

Seven archaeological sites (ALM 1-7) from multiple periods were discovered during the survey. These indicate recurrent occupation of the basin (Table 3, Figure 2). ALM 6 and ALM 7 represent the earliest episodes of occupation and were identified as Acheulean. These comprised low-density distributions of bifaces and occasional cleavers located on IRFs at the western basin extent (Shipton et al., 2014). Low-density Middle Palaeolithic scatters were identified in the northeast and central-SW of the basin (ALM 1 and ALM 5), atop the large areas of gypsiferous IRFs detected by the remote sensing method that led to the initial survey. Rock art panels and megalithic structures (ALM 2 and ALM 4) identified on the basin margins indicate the presence of Holocene populations within the region.

Table 3 - Archaeological sites found in the Al Marrat basin

The most significant discovery was made in the west-central area of the basin at Al Marrat 3. Here, Middle Palaeolithic artefacts were observed in a discrete location on one slope of an IRF (Figure 3). This IRF, being heavily indurated, had not been individually detected by the remote sensing due to its spectral signature being closer to that of the bedrock, in contrast with IRFs elsewhere in the basin.

Figure 3 - IRF plan view and trench location

4.2. Al Marrat 3 stratigraphic profile

The Al Marrat 3 sequence comprises seven interstratified marls and calcretes, reflecting climatically driven changes in the basin (Figure 4). The Pleistocene
deposits are underlain by sandstone bedrock, which has been partially dissolved as a result of water body formation in the basin. This dissolved material consists of poorly sorted fine quartz sands (Unit 1), which progress into very poorly sorted fine-medium iron-stained sands with vertical root voids throughout (Unit 2). This unit represents the onset of humidity in the region, marked by an influx of fluvial sediments and the initial development of vegetation. This is reflected through sharp increases in magnetic susceptibility and organic content values. These sediments are overlain by Unit 3, which comprises very poorly sorted, marly silts with high carbonate content values, representing the formation of a water body in the basin. Evidence of root activity throughout this unit likely indicates relatively shallow water conditions where vegetative processes could persist, or where periodic sub-aerial exposure affected the lacustrine system (e.g. a littoral setting). Phytoliths (Table 4) were almost exclusively absent towards the base of this unit with signs of corrosion and pitting on the few morphotypes observed suggesting either an absence of vegetation or most likely post-depositional silica dissolution. Towards the top of the unit phytolith preservation is also sparse but there is less sign of pitting and corrosion. Only grassland morphotypes were represented by round, square, oblong types with a few bulliform and elongate smooth forms present. Some bilobate and cross-body types present, which are typically from Panicoid grasses were also observed. A lack of laminations or evidence for increased redox (i.e. the stratification of iron oxide due to seasonal lake level variations), indicate a continuous phase of deposition for this unit, and that water levels did not fluctuate significantly.

Figure 4 – Al Marrat 3 Stratigraphic profile

Table 4 – Phytoliths from Al Marrat 3

Unit 4 marks a change in the regional climate around Al Marrat and a shift to drier conditions. A diffuse contact separates Unit 4 from Unit 3 suggesting a gradual rather than abrupt change in sedimentation. The unit is comprised of blocky, nodular calcareous platykurtic silts with numerous root voids and occasional gypsiferous nodules throughout. These sedimentological features
suggest an occasional desiccation and fragmentation of the exposed palustrine carbonates, possibly due to a lowering of water levels, or increased evaporation rates. Nonetheless, although indicative of a generally dry environment, climatic conditions at this time appear to have been more humid than today. Phytoliths were well preserved in Unit 4 but the counts were relatively low (n=176). Phytoliths were exclusively derived from grassland vegetation. Short-bodied grass cells dominate this part of the sequence (0.45 m) accounting for up to 80% of the total sum. These are mainly round, small square, oblong forms which are usually associated, but not exclusively, with Pooids. Lobate morphotypes derived from tall mesic C₄ Panicoid grass comprises 1.1% of the total sum, while saddle morphotypes derived from C₄ arid-adapted Chloridoid grasses account for ~1.7%. No circular rugose morphotypes were present indicating an absence of trees in the immediate landscape. Long cell morphotypes comprised 20% of the total sum with bulliforms (11.4%), points (4.6%) and elongate smooth (3.4%) also present.

Unit 5 comprises a transitional horizon of incipient calcrete formation, with an increased influx of coarser, mesokurtic sand material and decreasing organic content values. This likely represents increasingly arid conditions in the region with greater aeolian influx; further evidenced by the presence of larger gypcrete blocks and occasional calcrete nodules following the partial replacement of the host material within the vadose zone under more evaporitic conditions. Phytolith preservation was generally good in Unit 5 with a very similar pattern of vegetation shown to that described in Unit 4 at 0.45 m. The only difference is the very low occurrence of circular rugose forms (1.2%) indicating the presence of woody vegetation derived from trees or shrubs. Also present were very low numbers of trapezoid forms characteristic of Cyperaceae (sand sedge).

The overlying units (Units 6 & 7) indicate continued environmental deterioration (increased aridity) in the region with the continued influx of coarser sand and formation of highly weathered calcrete nodules in a soft, friable sandy matrix. A highly indurated calcretized mantle is indicative of the final stage of drying in the basin, and caps the softer sediments beneath. This
likely formed as a subsurface calcic horizon following the leaching and rapid precipitation of carbonates during surface desiccation. Phytolith preservation in Unit 6 was poor with only 17 samples observed. Unit 7, however, had very good phytolith preservation characterised by short cells (85%) with long cells forming a much lower proportion (15). Round, square and oblong forms dominate the assemblage accounting for ~ 72 of the total sum. Lobates from Panicoids formed 1.5%, while saddles from Chloridoids comprised 3.7%. A presence of some woody vegetation was suggested by a trace of circular rugose forms (1.2%). Long cells were represented by elongate smooth (7.7%), points (5.9%) and bulliforms (1.2%).

4.3 Al Marrat 3 luminescence dating

Five of six multigrain aliquots measured during the dose recovery experiment were accepted for analysis, with one excluded due to its IR depletion ratio (probable feldspar contamination). The population of recovered $D_E$s from the accepted aliquots was not overdispersed ($\sigma=0$), and the recovered common age $D_E$ was within one sigma uncertainty of the given dose (Table 2). Though individual aliquot estimates are more scattered, three of five also have individual $D_E$s within one sigma of the given $D_E$. Given the single grain results discussed below, we suggest that most aliquots are dominated by signals derived from fewer than five grains, and this is likely to explain the spread in data. Overall, the SAR protocol used here seems appropriate for these samples.

Figure 5 - OSL dating

The majority of multigrain aliquots measured for age determination passed all rejection criteria (Table 1, Figure 5). Two were rejected from each sample for unsuitable recycling ratios, but none showed significant recuperation. Overdispersion values of the accepted populations are slightly higher than for other multigrain aliquots measured for samples from similar sites in the Nefud desert: between 24 ± 3% and 29 ± 4% calculated for small aliquots (~ 50 grains) from a calcrete and palaeosols (Petraglia et al., 2011), and between
12 and 28% for a suite of primarily aeolian quartz multigrain samples of unknown size (Rosenberg et al., 2013). Only one aliquot (sample ALM3-OSL3) is saturated.

Single grains were primarily rejected due to low natural test dose signal intensity or high error (81% of grains from both samples, Table 1). Of those passing these criteria, a further fifth to a quarter of grains were excluded for unsuitable recycling ratios, with smaller proportions excluded due to recuperation or IR response. 1.7% and 3% of grains from samples ALM3-OSL2 and ALM3-OSL3, respectively, were accepted according to these criteria. Saturated grains were noted for both samples, and a maximum of 15% of accepted grains (ALM3-OSL3) were excluded due to saturation. These single grain characteristics are similar to those reported by multiple studies for quartz from the Arabian peninsula, with 86-92% of grains rejected due to low signal intensity and 1-4% accepted for age calculation (Armitage et al., 2011; Petraglia et al., 2012; Groucutt et al., 2015c). Overdispersion values measured for single grain populations (30.7 ± 5.6% and 45.7 ± 8.1%) are also typical for deposits in the Arabian peninsula. Published overdispersion values range from a minimum of approximately 32-35% towards 60-70% or even higher (Armitage et al., 2011; Rosenberg, 2011; Petraglia et al., 2012). There is no clear agreement between authors about which values are most likely to represent well-bleached samples (cf. Groucutt et al., 2015c; Rosenberg, 2011; and Armitage et al., 2011). For these samples, both populations are weakly positively skewed (Figure 5). Interestingly, single grains from ALM3-OSL3 yield both a higher overdispersion value, which corresponds with more scattered data, but the population distribution is more symmetric than that of sample ALM3-OSL2. This sample has been collected from the more heterogeneous, carbonate-rich sediment, therefore we suggest that the increased overdispersion is related to microdosimetric variation in the beta dose (Kalchgruber et al., 2003; Nathan et al., 2003; Guérin et al., 2012). Neither sample’s single grain population seems to indicate a problem with either significant partial bleaching (Olley et al., 1999; Ballarini et al., 2007) or bioturbation (Bateman et al., 2007).
Comparison of multigrain and single grain $D_E$ values highlights a marked discrepancy between these samples. Multigrain and single grain $D_E$s overlap at one sigma uncertainty for upper sample ALM3-OSL2, however, the multigrain $D_E$ of ALM3-OSL3 is half again as high as its single grain $D_E$ (Figure 5c,d). The relationship between single grain and multigrain measurements is complex, due to the averaging effects of measuring tens or hundreds of grains at the same time in a multigrain aliquot (Arnold and Roberts, 2009) and because of differences in the measurement protocol itself (e.g. relatively constant LED power used for multigrain measurements versus variations in power provided by the single grain laser: Thomsen et al., 2015).

In general, however, congruent multigrain and single grain results are believed to show that the $D_E$ obtained is robust, whereas a significant offset may indicate underlying complications such as incomplete signal bleaching (Duller, 2008). We have therefore examined three possibilities that may explain the offset in $D_E$ for sample ALM3-OSL3. These are:

- An unstable medium or slow component in the quartz signal is preferentially measured by the single grain method, leading to an underestimated single grain $D_E$.
- The characteristics of measured single grains combined when measured via multigrain methods to yield multigrain $D_E$ overestimation.
- Bright, high $D_E$ grains not detected during single grain measurements are causing multigrain $D_E$ overestimation.

We discuss each of these possibilities in detail in Supporting Information Text S1 and Figures S1 to S3, and present further analysis including consideration of both multigrain and single grain $D_E$s as a function of a modified fast ratio (Madsen et al., 2009; Durcan and Duller, 2011; Duller, 2012) and the creation of synthetic aliquots (Henshilwood et al., 2002; Rhodes, 2007). Based on the evidence presented in the Supporting Information, we suggest that the offset between single and multigrain $D_E$s for sample ALM3-OSL3 is likely to result from a combination of factors, including the summation of signals from the measured single grain population, as well as the potential presence of bright, high $D_E$ grains not detected by the single grain measurements. Therefore, we calculate ages for this site based on the single grain results, and find that
units 3 and 4 have ages of 56.2 ± 6.5 ka (ALM3-OSL3) and 53.9 ± 4.1 ka (ALM-OSL2) respectively. These ages are stratigraphic order, and suggest that both units were deposited in quick succession.

4.4 Al Marrat 3 lithic assemblage

Excavation at the location of the discrete scatter revealed that the lithics on the slopes of the mesa were eroding from Unit 4. The deepest lithics were securely buried 0.4 m beneath the surface of the IRF. As they were identical in raw material types and technological aspects to those on the slope there was no ambiguity surrounding the fact that they could be classified as the same assemblage. There was no evidence of bioturbation and they derived from highly compacted sediments. The overall assemblage collected (n = 103) is sufficient to provide a technological characterisation. The dominant raw materials were quartz and quartzite, both of which occur locally. A small number (n = 4) of fine-grained igneous artefacts were also identified, from a currently unknown source.

A total of 24 cores were recovered, from both the surface and the excavation (Figure 6, a-d). The core technology is almost exclusively Levallois, with a focus on unidirectional-convergent preparation of the debitage surface often with some supplementary distal/centripetal preparation. Striking platforms are well faceted. With some of the quartz Levallois cores there is often still a considerable amount of cortex at the distal end (Figure 6a). The use of the natural shape to give convexity mirrors arguments about core technology in other contexts (Kuhn, 1995). An additional two cores demonstrate centripetal preparation for a preferential Levallois removal (Figure 6c). The remaining few cores are either at an early stage of reduction or represent simple centripetal flaking in a less organised fashion than with the Levallois cores. The core technology then focused on producing pointed flakes by unidirectional-convergent preparation, along with a less formal core technology to produce small flakes.

Figure 6 - Al Marrat 3 lithics
The flakes can be classified into three groups. Firstly, many are small (~10–40 mm in length) with plain platforms and unidirectional scar patterns, often broken. These appear to be classic core preparation flakes. Secondly, some of the flakes are elongate and are of lateral débordant character (i.e. to exaggerate lateral convexity). Finally, six Levallois flakes are present (Figure 6e-g). These are ~60–80 mm in length, with faceted platforms and scar patterns which combine unidirectional-convergent shaping of most of the dorsal surface but with generally short additional removals from distal and the lateral margins. No retouched artefacts were identified.

5. Discussion

Al Marrat 3 provides the first evidence for the incursion of human populations into the arid northern interior of Arabia during early MIS 3. The stratigraphic sequence shows that this occurred in association with the development of a relatively shallow water body within the basin (Figure S4). The sediments of Unit 3 (56.2 ± 6.5 ka, ALM3-OSL3) are indicative of the formation of a low energy, shallow but relatively stable water body or wetland environment. The lithic evidence is found in overlying Unit 4 (53.9 ± 4.1 ka, ALM3-OSL2), which contains evidence for more arid conditions when fluctuations in the depth and salinity of the water body were becoming more strongly seasonal. Grassland vegetation was present with low Panicoid and Chloridoid types present suggesting that C₃ vegetation was the dominant type in the landscape with some mixed C₄ elements. Traces of woody vegetation were present in Unit 5 suggesting a very low background presence of trees or shrubs. Following this period, continuing aridification led to both the desiccation of the sequence, with the exception of phytoliths recorded in Unit 7, and the presumable disappearance of humans from the landscape.

The age of water body formation and the associated human presence at Al Marrat 3 corresponds with an intensification of the monsoon system, as recorded in various marine proxies from the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea (e.g. Schulz et al., 1998; Altabet et al., 2002; Clemens and Press, 2003;
Higginson et al., 2004; Des Combés et al., 2005; Ivanochko, 2005; Govil and Naidu, 2010; Caley et al., 2011). This period also coincides with a phase of increased westerly-derived rainfall (e.g. Schuldenrein and Clark, 1994; Moumani et al., 2003; Vaks et al., 2006; Cordova et al., 2013). The monsoonal changes are linked to a period of maximum insolation, with a peak at ~ 55 ka. It is unclear, however, which rainfall regime would have been responsible for the increased moisture recorded at Al Marrat 3, since the extent to which monsoon rainfall penetrated into the northern interior ~ 55 ka is uncertain. Evidence for increased humidity in East Africa (Trauth et al., 2003) and in the Sahara (Williams, 2015), and an enhanced flow of the Nile (Revel et al., 2010) suggests increased intensity of the African monsoon during early MIS 3 may have been responsible. A strong N-S precipitation gradient within the Negev suggests that rainfall > 350 mm did not extend southward into Arabia at this time from the Mediterranean (Vaks et al., 2006; 2010), although precipitation insufficient for speleothem growth may have still led to ephemeral drainage activation and wetland development in certain regions. Data from climate models for the period are limited. The HadCM3 model timeslice for 56 ka suggests that the south of Arabia experienced increased precipitation but that the Al Marrat basin remained arid, receiving < 100 mm per year (Figure 7). This model, however, probably underestimates the northward advance of the African monsoon as this was inferred from the comparison of last interglacial models (Jennings et al., 2015). Nonetheless, findings from Al Marrat 3, along with a growing corpus of palaeoenvironmental records from Arabia, now indicate a broad regional hydrodynamic response to increased humidity during early MIS 3, that may have facilitated important demographic shifts.

Figure 7 - A 56 ka timeslice from the HadCM 3 model.

Al Marrat 3 is now one of only three archaeological sites in the entire Arabian Peninsula with assemblages dated to MIS 3 (Figure 1). SD-1 in Yemen (Delagnes et al., 2012) and assemblage A (and possibly B) at Jebel Faya (Armitage et al., 2011) both have different technological characteristics, which may reflect the spatio-temporal complexity of environmental changes at this
time. While the SD-1 and Jebel Faya assemblages are non-Levallois in character, the lithics from Al Marrat 3 demonstrate Levallois reduction methods. It is unclear whether the human group(s) at Al Marrat 3 were Neanderthals or *Homo sapiens*. Neanderthals are known from several sites in the Levant at this time, while if the proposed interpretation of the chronology of the Manot Cave calvaria is accepted then *H. sapiens* may have also been present in SW Asia at ~ 55 ka (Hershkovitz *et al.*, 2015). The Levallois technology recorded at Al Marrat 3 is similar to that of the Levantine Late Middle Palaeolithic, but broadly similar technologies are also found elsewhere, such as in Somalia (Gresham, 1984), and certain MIS 5 contexts associated with *H. sapiens*, e.g. unit XV of Qafzeh Cave (Hovers, 2009). Future comparative studies are therefore required to fully understand the relationship of the Al Marrat 3 lithic assemblage to material from other sites. However, the diversity of lithic assemblages across the peninsula does suggest that complex demographic and cultural change was happening at this time.

6. Conclusion

The site at Al Marrat 3 demonstrates that human populations moved into the interior of the Arabian Peninsula in concert with a short-lived pluvial episode dated to ~ 55 ka. This suggests that even during relatively brief humid periods, human populations were adept at exploiting new habitats, however marginal, deep into the interior of the Arabian Peninsula. The ephemeral nature of the Al Marrat 3 sequence may be attributed to weaker climatic oscillations and lower amounts of precipitation attributed to this pluvial episode, which did not promote the formation of more substantial water bodies, such as those that formed during MIS 5. As such, MIS 3-age records suffer reduced preservation potential and are much more likely to have been affected by erosional processes. Nonetheless, the application of appropriate survey methods as detailed above, has demonstrated the increased potential for identifying further records of this age, raising the possibility of expanding our understanding of human evolution and dispersal in Arabia at this critical time.
Supporting Information

**Text S1.** Further explanatory information on the offset between single and multigrain $D_E$es for sample ALM3-OSL3.

**Figure S1.** Central age model $D_E$ (black circle) and overdispersion (black triangle) values calculated with increasing fast ratio thresholds as a further rejection criterion. Single grain and multigrain data are shown for both ALM3-OSL2 (a,b) and ALM3-OSL3 (c,d).

**Figure S2.** Synthetic aliquots created for samples ALM3-OSL2 (a,c) and ALM3-OSL3 (b,d). $D_E$ values have been normalized by the single grain CAM $D_E$ for each sample, and the accepted aliquot populations are shown as a histogram (a,b). Accepted aliquot $D_E$ values are also displayed versus the proportion of the net natural signal that can be attributed to the brightest grain in each aliquot (c,d). Data points are classified according to whether that grain was not accepted by the SAR-based rejection criteria, accepted, or accepted but saturated.

**Figure S3.** Cumulative light sum for all measured quartz grains, excluding those failing the IR depletion ratio (a) and a histogram showing the characteristic $D_0$ values calculated for accepted grains (b).

**Figure S4.** Proposed model for the development of palustrine carbonate formation at Al Marrat 3, and the formation of Inverted Relief Features. The human presence coincides with the second half of Phase 4, when climatic conditions become drier and water levels retreated.

**Table S1.** SAR protocol parameters. A standard Risø TL/OSL TL-DA-15 Mini-sys reader with blue OSL (NSPB-500S LEDs, 470Å20 nm) and IRSL (Vishay TSFF 5200, 870Å40 nm nm) stimulation LEDs, $^{90}$Sr/$^{90}$Y beta source, and single grain attachment (10 mW, Nd:YVO₄ laser) was used for all
equivalent dose and dose recovery measurements (Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2000; Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2003).
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**Figures**

Figure 1: Location of Al Marrat basin and archaeological sites mentioned in the text.

Figure 2: The Al Marrat basin, remotely sensed data and the distribution of archaeological sites recorded on the basin survey. The sites included Lower and Middle Palaeolithic stone tool scatters, and late prehistoric rock art and megalithic structures. Clockwise from top; Shaded relief map of the Al Marrat Basin and surroundings, showing modelled lake extents (blue), archaeological sites of the ALM basin (numbered), detected (red) palaeolake deposits and
additional areas of indurated calcretized deposits (grey) as underlay. Photograph of identified gypsiferous IRFs in the field (fore and midground raised pale deposits). Landsat Thermal Mapper RGB (7,4,1) false colour composite (FCC) showing automatically mapped IRFs (outlined in red), and additional area of heavily indurated calcrete (grey outline) in FCC data.

Figure 3: Plan view of the Inverted Relief Feature at Al Marrat 3, which is visible in the inset photograph, and the location of the excavation trench and surface lithic scatter. Lithics in red are derived from within Unit 4 at a depth of 0.40 m below the surface.

Figure 4: Stratigraphy and multiproxy data from Al Marrat 3, showing fine fraction (<2 mm) granulometry, magnetic susceptibility values, and organic and carbonate content. See text for details.

Figure 5: Luminescence characteristics and accepted $D_E$ populations. Natural decay curves (inset) and growth curves shown for an accepted single grain (a) and an accepted multigrain aliquot (b) from sample ALM3-OSL3. Accepted single grain $D_E$s (filled black circles) and multigrain $D_E$s (white diamonds) calculated for ALM3-OSL2 (c) and ALM3-OSL3 (d).

Figure 6: Selection of the lithic assemblage from Al Marrat 3. Photo H. Groucutt. Lithics made on quartz (A, B) and quartzite (C-G). Cores (A-D), unidirectional-convergent Levallois cores (A, B, D) and preferential Levallois core with centripetal preparation (C.). Levallois flakes (E-G), with faceted striking platforms and unidirectional-convergent scar patterns supplemented by removals from the laterals and distal.

Figure 7: HadCM3 climate model of the Arabian Peninsula at 56 ka (modified from Jennings et al. (2015). Based on the results from Al Marrat 3, the model would appear to underestimate the northern spatial distribution of summer rainfall from North Africa at this time.
Tables

Table 1. Numbers of OSL aliquots/grains excluded according to each rejection criterion (see key below), with central age model equivalent doses and overdispersion values calculated for accepted populations. Measurement type (i.e. dose recovery experiment or $D_E$ measurements intended for age calculations) and scale of analysis (multigrain, ‘MG’, or single grain, ‘SG’) are indicated for each data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Meas. Type</th>
<th>Meas. (#)</th>
<th>Number Rejected</th>
<th>CAM $D_E$ (Gy)</th>
<th>Overdispersion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALM3-OSL2</td>
<td>Age (MG)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0 0 2 0 1 0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80.9 ± 6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age (SG)</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1699 342 14 2 7 2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>72.6 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM3-OSL3</td>
<td>Dose Recovery (MG)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (MG)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0 0 2 0 1 1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>147.0 ± 15.3</td>
<td>38.0 ± 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (SG)</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>892 162 10 0 3 5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>90.0 ± 9.2</td>
<td>45.7 ± 8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Common age model used due to lack of overdispersion. The $D_E$ reported here is the recovered dose normalized by the given dose (136.6 ± 2.7 Gy).

Aliquots were rejected if they did not meet the following criteria:

‘<3$\sigma$’: The net natural test dose signal is greater than three times the standard deviation of the background.

‘$T_N$ Err.’: The natural test dose error is less than 20% of the test dose response.

‘RR’: The ratio of the repeated dose step to the first given dose (‘recycling ratio’) is within 10% of unity, or the recycling ratio was consistent with unity at 2 sigma.

‘Zero’; The ratio of the normalized OSL response of the zero dose step to the natural signal (‘zero ratio’) is less than 5%, or the zero ratio was consistent with 0 at 2 sigma.

‘IR’: The ratio of the post-IR repeated dose step to the first given dose (‘IR depletion ratio’) is greater than 0.9, or the IR depletion ratio was consistent with unity at 2 sigma.

‘Sat’; Aliquots were considered to be saturated if the natural response plus error is greater than the fitted exponential (i.e. Analyst returns an infinite error), or the normalized natural signal ($L_n/T_n$) never intersects with the dose response curve.
Table 2: Values for dose rate calculations and final ages. The cosmic dose rate was calculated with current burial depth and an average overburden density of 1.9 g cm$^{-3}$. An average water content of 5 ± 3% (mass of water in wet sediment) was assumed for both samples; this value was used to correct the dry gamma dose rates measured on site with a gamma spectrometer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>K (%)</th>
<th>Th (ppm)</th>
<th>U (ppm)</th>
<th>Dry Gamma Dose Rate (Gy ka$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Burial Depth (m)</th>
<th>Wet Dose Rate (Gy ka$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Age (ka)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALM3-OSL2</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.05</td>
<td>53.9 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM3-OSL3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.60 ± 0.09</td>
<td>56.2 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Archaeological sites found within the Al Marrat basin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALM 1</td>
<td>Lithics</td>
<td>Middle Palaeolithic</td>
<td>27°44 '22&quot;</td>
<td>40°30 '31&quot;</td>
<td>Low density lithic scatter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 2</td>
<td>Cairns</td>
<td>Unknown: Often date to the Chalcolithic</td>
<td>27°43 '25&quot;</td>
<td>40°28 '33&quot;</td>
<td>Scattered burial cairns on the talus slopes of the jebel to the west of the basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 3</td>
<td>Lithics</td>
<td>Middle Palaeolithic</td>
<td>27°43 '58&quot;</td>
<td>40°29 '5&quot;</td>
<td>High density of Middle Palaeolithic stone stools, some securely stratified within a mesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 4</td>
<td>Rock art</td>
<td>Early Holocene and Iron Age</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Multiple rock art panels on the southern jebel lower slopes. Includes depictions of cattle and ibex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 5</td>
<td>Lithics</td>
<td>Middle Palaeolithic</td>
<td>27°19 '23&quot;</td>
<td>40°28 '57&quot;</td>
<td>Lithics deposited on heavily indurated calcretes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 6</td>
<td>Lithics</td>
<td>Lower Palaeolithic</td>
<td>27°43 '36&quot;</td>
<td>40°28 '56&quot;</td>
<td>Lithics deposited on heavily indurated calcretes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALM 7</td>
<td>Lithics</td>
<td>Lower Palaeolithic</td>
<td>27°43 '38&quot;</td>
<td>40°28 '59&quot;</td>
<td>Lithics deposited on heavily indurated calcretes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Phytoliths counts from the stratigraphic sequence at Al Marrat 3. Note that dashes represent values too low to calculate percentage values. The phytoliths were recovered from environmental samples taken securely within each unit at different positions along the west-facing section of the excavation trench shown on Figure 3. Note that sample # 1 derived from a pocket of Unit 7 material within Unit 6, hence its depth overlapping with that of sample # 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Depth range</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Round %</th>
<th>Oblong %</th>
<th>Square/Rectangle %</th>
<th>Round-Trapezoid %</th>
<th>Rondel %</th>
<th>Bilobate %</th>
<th>Polylobate %</th>
<th>Crossbody %</th>
<th>Saddle %</th>
<th>Flat Tower %</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19/5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27/10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>8 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34/25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40/45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>51/35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>109/88</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Depth range</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Angle %</th>
<th>Circular rugose %</th>
<th>Corklike %</th>
<th>Trapezoid %</th>
<th>Elongated/dendriform %</th>
<th>Point shaped %</th>
<th>Bulliform %</th>
<th>Stomata %</th>
<th>Short cells %</th>
<th>Long cells %</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>19/5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27/10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34/25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40/45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>51/35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65/70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>109/88</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 -</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


32